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Across
1. very old
6. a person who thinks and writes about the
meaning of life
8. a form of energy that can be very dangerous
9. graves, rooms, or buildings in which dead
bodies are placed
11. things that are sold
13. searching the ground for gold, gems, or other
valuable resources
16. a type of business
17. tiny building blocks that make up every
substance in the universe
19. covered with water
20. a serious, often deadly disease that destroys
parts of the body
22. a boat that travels back and forth from one
place to another
24. something that brings or causes evil or
misfortune
25. something expensive and beautiful that
makes life enjoyable and pleasant

Down
1. a scientist who learns about ancient times by
studying things he or she digs up
2. giant ocean waves caused by earthquakes or
volcanic eruptions
3. a place where ships load and unload goods
4. a story handed down from the past that may be
based on fact but is not always completely true
5. left empty
6. a disease that spreads quickly and often kills
many people
7. made polluted or unfit for use
10. supernatural creatures, such as ghosts
12. flat, thick pieces of something
14. tiny islands
15. narrow stretches of water that are dug across
land
18. a mixture of sand, limestone, water, and
cement that is spread and hardened between
bricks or stones to hold them together
21. a place where people on vacation relax



Across
26. having to do with a type of energy that is
produced by splitting atoms
27. walls that are built to keep tides and waves
from washing buildings or land into the ocean

Down
23. what is left of something that has collapsed or
been destroyed


